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In and Out of Medicine

Peer from the West Indies

When David Pitt went to Edinburgh University in 1933 to
study medicine his political appetite had already been whetted
in Grenada by the West Indian nationalist T Albert Marryshaw,
who ran a paper called the West Indian. In Edinburgh Pitt
found that his nationalism and that of the Scots were much the
same, and he threw himself with enthusiasm into the stimulating
left-wing politics at the university: he was first junior president
of the Student Representative Council, on
the Committee of Management of the
Union, and joined the Labour Party in
1936. His final year, however, was devoted
entirely to medicine, because his scholar-
ship called for good results. These five
years, he thinks, were the best in his life,
and since then he has never been away from
medicine and away from politics for only a
few years.

After he qualified in 1938 Dr Pitt re-
turned to Grenada and was sent to St
Vincent, where he was district medical
officer; for part of the time he worked in
the area close to the volcano which recently
threatened to erupt. Next he went to
Trinidad, where he began as a house
physician and later became a general
practitioner: he was active in Trinidad
politics and was a borough councillor there
for six years. He founded and was president
of the West Indian National Party, which
was committed to a federation of the whole
ofthe West Indies, and it was his colleagues
in that party who sent him to Britain to Lor
lobby on behalf of Responsible Govern-
ment for Trinidad.
By this time, David Pitt was married and had a settled

practice, but doctors were scarce in Britain and his contacts
with the Labour Party and the Ministers concerned were such
that he was the obvious choice. When he came to Britain in
1947 he did GP locums in Sydenham and Newcastle upon Tyne,
and then became an assistant in Chiswick-all this during the
time that he was lobbying for Responsible Government. In 1949,
however, his mission failed and, in what he calls "a sulk," he
decided to give up politics altogether and not return to the West
Indies, a decision he has often regretted since then because he
thinks that if he had returned to Trinidad he might have been
able to influence events there and bring about a federation of
Trinidad, Barbados, and the little islands (which, he says, is
what they have always needed and still do). He thinks, too,
that he might have done more with the West Indian Government
to help immigrants than he has been able to do in Britain.
Anyway, the die was cast and he built up from scratch his

single-handed general practice in North Gower Street and has
been there ever since. David Pitt still has tremendous verve and
it is almost unbelievable that this dynamic man, who knows and
loves politics so well, could have retired from the political scene
for six years. Even so, it enabled him to get his practice estab-
lished and no doubt his family benefited from seeing something
of him when the children were young: his son is now a barrister
here, one daughter is a lecturer in anaesthetics and a consultant
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anaesthetist in Trinidad (she qualified in Edinburgh), and his
other daughter is a teacher, at present taking a degree in
African history at the School of Oriental and African studies.

In 1955 his solicitor and friend suggested that he should help
at Hornsey, where he was the Labour candidate and from that
moment Pitt was once again hooked ("just like an alcoholic,"
he says). He was adopted as Labour candidate for Hampstead

in 1957 and unsuccessfully stood for
Parliament in 1959; it says much for him
(or the selection committee) that he was
chosen to fight the former Minister of
Housing (then Henry Brooke) for this seat.
At this time the threats against his life
began and he has received innumerable
abusive letters and telephone calls since
then because of his colour. He is not dis-
turbed by these and thinks they are rubbish,
but they must be unpleasant and he has
taken the precaution of changing his home

j telephone number and making it ex-
directory to protect his family. He gives
as good as he gets if anyone has the
temerity to insult him in his surgery and
there is little doubt that he would triumph
over the pettiness of some of his detractors.
Even so, because he had patients in the
waiting room above it, he was upset when
the basement of his surgery was set alight
with petrol; the Anti-Apartheid movement
were then in the same building and the
attack was probably directed at them.

Pitt Four men were charged at the Old Bailey,
but were found not guilty.

His only other attempt to enter the House of Commons was
when he fought Clapham in 1970; his failure there was a great
disappointment and he regrets that he lost the seat for Labour.
In retrospect, and viewed from "the other place," Lord Pitt
doubts whether the House of Commons would have suited
him; the Commons' loss is the Lords' gain, and probably the
Upper House is more hospitable to a man of such independent
mind and views as Pitt.

Local government, however, was very much Dr Pitt's forte
and he was elected to the London County Council (later the
Greater London Council) as member for Hackney from 1961
until he retired in 1977, having been chairman of the GLC
from 1974 to 1975. After 16 years at County Hall there is
little that David Pitt doesn't know about London. All this time,
he continued in full-time general practice and in 1961 (when
he started in the LCC) he had 3500 patients plus midwifery.
And this wasn't all he was doing: his compatriots are never far
from his mind and he managed to fit in being a member of
the National Committee for Commonwealth Immigrants from
1965 to 1967; and chairman of the Campaign against Racial
Discrimination in 1965. He was deputy chairman of the Com-
munity Relations Commission (now disbanded) from 1968 to
1977, and chairman in 1977. He thinks that, thanks to the law,
there is much less discrimination nowadays, but more overt
prejudice, but says that we are still at the crossroads which
could lead either to a really good society or to more trouble.
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He points out that, although the opponents of immigration
originally said that race relations would improve if immigration
stopped, in fact West Indians virtually stopped coming here
some years ago-but this has not led to racial harmony. He
would like to see more immigrants in the police, on the bench,
and in teaching positions.
David Pitt was made a life peer in 1975. He does not think

anyone should accept a peerage unless he or she intends to
take an active part in the House of Lords, so he gave up the
GLC. He very much enjoys the House of Lords, and likes his
fellow peers and the relaxed atmosphere; he also enjoys being
able to speak for himself alone (though he takes the Labour
whip). At first he spoke mainly about the problems of London,
a subject unfamiliar to many peers, and now talks about any-
thing he knows something about. He is now what he calls
"half-retired": for him this means only 2000 patients (with
some secretarial help from his wife); the House of Lords;
chairman of Shelter since April (not onerous, he says, because
he has an excellent vice-chairman and the Shelter staff are
superb); and he is a member of the Standing Advisory Council
on race relations, which advises the Home Secretary; he has
been a magistrate since 1966 but retired recently because
arthritis made it difficult for him to walk down the stairs; and
one or two other things.

Politics and medicine do mix, as is clear from Lord Pitt's

career (incidentally, his writing paper is still headed Dr David
Pitt, as is his brass plate), and he has found that medicine has
enabled him to understand people better and given him a
useful insight into how they live, because he sees the inside of
his patients' houses. Local politics have also enabled him to
give his patients practical help about their problems. His
practice is very mixed. He has many Asians on his list, but he
also has West Indian patients who mostly come from Paddington
and Islington, and, of course, he has white patients who used
to live in the area and some who still live there. His patients are
proud of him and he has heard them ticking each other off in
the waiting room about taking up his time unnecessarily; as he
says, they look after him as much as he looks after them.

It has given him great satisfaction that he can combine the
two sides of his life so well-also some amusement at the thought
of the difference between his practice at the seedy end of Gower
Street and the magnificence of the House of Lords, and it is
true, in Kipling's words, that he has been able to "walk with
Kings-nor lose the common touch." It is also true that "He
knows little of medicine who only medicine knows," and,
unless his own party abolishes the House of Lords (a policy
they were committed to in 1936) or the present government
retire him from general practice, he will continue with his two
main jobs.

Clinical Topics

Postnatal depression: does no one care?

British Medical_Journal, 1979, 2, 1487-1488

I should like to draw attention through your journal into what I
consider to be one of the few remaining deficiencies in an
otherwise magnificently comprehensive and sensitive Health
Service-that is, the care of the mother in the puerperium.
What has undoubtedly saved my wife and me quite literally

from both a physical and an emotional death has been the
sympathetic voice of a friend who happens to be a doctor.
He was able to reassure me on numerous occasions that what
seemed like a world turned suddenly upside down was in fact
no more than a passing storm; and that the main objective
during this time was to stay afloat and just let the tempest blow
by. AWithout that reassurance I could easily have believed that
life in all its sweetness had been switched off for ever.
As a layman I can understand the fundamental reasons why

hormones change a woman's state of mind during her pregnancy.
Usually my wife becomes calm, slower, almost euphorically
happy; protective to little things and animals but needing also
the protection of her husband-extra-sensitive or, as my wife
herself said, almost "cow-like" in her serenity. What I do not
understand is why this has to be so shattered after the baby's
birth. This is the time when most support is needed for mother
and family, and yet to all intents and purposes she is more
isolated than ever before. The obstetrician sees his work
finished when the delivery is completed (apart from a brief
postnatal check-up); the paediatrician is happy once the baby
has been given its first medical; and a general practitioner would
have an enormous burden if he monitored every postnatal case.
And yet there is something about the nature of the illness that
inhibits one from admitting the full horror and approaching
a medical or even a paramedical person. All the extra care

lavished on mothers during those blissful days of confinement
seems to be nullified-suddenly the problems have only just
started, and there is no one obviously at hand to turn to.

* * *

I remember now sensations loosely attached to isolated
incidents-all seemingly set in a long, dark tunnel: the abrupt
onset of completely unpredictable changes in attitude, the
waves that came and went with alarming rapidity; the relentless
inevitability of succeeding waves and yet the utter un-
predictability of what they might bring with them. This was a
sweet, gentle woman who suddenly blew hot and cold, spitting
and tearing things apart, raging at those closest to her, trying to
destroy materials or people or feelings of love and attachment,
feelings of security; and alternating this with episodes of
deepest intimacy and tenderness, to be hastily followed, once
she was lured into this state, by events such as attempting to
walk across the path of an oncoming juggernaut.
There was the colourless coldness that surrounded her, the

visibly altering texture of her facial skin as a wave started to
build up again. What hidden force made her attempt to jump
from a car while it was overtaking on the motorway ? I remember
trying to hold her back when she was jumping from a window
12 metres above the ice and snow; waking in the middle of the
night to find her at the bottom of the bed trying to tie the
telephone wires around her throat; how she was perpetually
terrified into a cowering state by her own thoughts from within;
the vacant look in her eyes as the storm would temporarily
recede leaving behind an exhausted and bewildered mind; my
returning home from work to find the house totally empty and
the front of the car stove in. And above all I remember her utter
lack of frustration and the indifference surrounding her attitude
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